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Description
On May 28, 2022, at approximately 2315 hours while performing head inspection, I observed a hog with
two dark pink distinct rattle paddle bruising marks across the nape of the hog. The bruising was so sharp
that the bolt holding the paddle together could be distinguished among the contours of the paddle. The
hog was railed out for photos by the establishment and REDACTED notified REDACTED. REDACTED
photographed the bruising. REDACTED said he would forward photos to the REDACTED.
On March 24, 2022, at approximately 2351 hours while walking past stick heading East towards the
recovery area, I observed a hog slowly walking into the recovery area with an establishment employee
lifting a rattle paddle above his head and striking down on a “slow” hog twice. The paddle struck the lower
back of the hog. The hog was observed to quicken its pace into the recovery area. I immediately notified
REDACTED of my observations and pointed out the employee who I had seen performing the actions
described above. REDACTED removed the employee from the area at that time.

REDACTED informed me that after reviewing the cameras that it was observed that the employee kept his
arm down but that the rattle paddle was above the head. There was a similar incident with a rattle paddle
3/24/2022 being lifted above employee’s head and striking down upon a group of swine on 12-10-21.
On December 10, 2021, at approximately 1627 hours while walking along the East side of the barns heading
North towards the CO2 chambers, I observed an establishment employee using a rattle paddle by lifting the
paddle well above his head and striking down on a group of hogs. The hogs were scrambling on top of one
another, and I could not discern which part of the hog was struck with the paddle. The employee upon
looking over at me began to only lift the paddle to shoulder height and tap the hogs. I immediately waved
down a yellow hat and had him radio over a supervisor. REDACTED arrived, and I informed him of my
12/10/2021 observations, and pointed out the employee who I had seen performing the actions described above.
REDACTED. REDACTED removed the employee from the area at that time.

REDACTED informed me the establishment’s preventative measure is to retrain the employees in the area
that the incident occurred.
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